shape our political debates on immigration? The answers seem clear: not often and not well.
In the following pages, I will examine the ways in which the national debate over immigration is emplotted, isolating the main structures and considering their impact on actual migrants. Specifically, one can identify three anti-immigrant or 'national' story structures that follow an 'invasion' prototype: the national security story, the economic story and the drug story. In opposition to these, one can also identify a pro-immigrant or 'humanitarian' story. Interestingly, these stories have some fundamental assumptions in common, despite their perceived difference in political stance. An examination of these story prototypes will lead to three points about the effects of these stories and our ethical obligations as citizens.
First, the people whose stories do fit one of these plot structures -usually the humanitarian economic strand -become merely characters in other people's arguments. For instance, because Enrique continued walking and is probably, due to documentation issues, reluctant to share or correct his story, I can manipulate his story for whatever rhetorical purpose I want; ironically, I use it to argue that it is unethical to do so. Second, these national paradigms prevent us from hearing the stories, like Enrique's, that do not fit and from fully knowing the other horrors and atrocities that occur in the desert. As one sees how Enrique's story can be made to fit -but actually resists -national prototypes, one realizes how disconnected one is from individuals' actual stories. Last, and most important, these national stories are so strong that they usually create migrants' stories for them; even when they don't determine the trajectory of their experiences, they force their actions. In other words, the three invasion stories, by motivating and justifying the increased militarization of the border, create the circumstances in which Enrique and others make the decision to cross the desert. The fear that this creates -either of crossing again or getting sent to detention centers -silences people from sharing their experiences.
"ALIEN INVASION" -NATIONAL PROTOTYPES
In Understanding Nationalism, Patrick Colm Hogan argues that, if one accepts Benedict Anderson's famous assertion that nations are 'imagined communities', one can also understand the cognitive processes that facilitate this imagination. For Hogan, narrative is the prime tool that organizes and prioritizes emotions, even in political contexts. He explains, 'emplotment helps to specify our understanding, imagination, emotional response, ethical evaluation, and, most important, concrete actions with respect to the national in-group and national out-groups' (Hogan 2009: 200) . Historical and current events, unlike traditional stories, have no clear beginning, middle and end; they have no identifiable author, narrator, reader, or even single text for that matter -they are complex, interconnected, and very often contested. Hogan explains that people impose narrative structure onto these events in order to make them coherent, rationalize their emotional significance and use them as justifications for actions -often towards nationalist ends. As Hogan (2009: 168) points out, the emplotment of nationalism is 'deeply consequential for our social and political lives' because it organizes legitimate emotions into concrete actions. He writes:
Insofar as they involve strong emotions, our spontaneous attributions of causality may remain at least partially impervious to our knowledge about actual causal relations. In other words, our emotion systems may continue to spontaneously project a single, absolute, malevolent origin to conflict, even when higher cortical systems have inferred that this is not the case (Hogan 2009: 183) .
Organizing our emotions into stories helps us not only to imagine our national collectivity, but also to identify public responses to common experiences.
Hogan identifies three common prototypes that people have repeatedly used to emplot social and political events. The most relevant here is the invasion/heroic prototype. The basic plot structure of this prototype begins with the threat of an invasion that incites national fear and implies a narrative ending of aggressive defense in order to protect the in-group. Hogan explains how this sort of emplotment emerges through different genres in a variety of media; he draws examples from the Bible as well as popular films and presidential addresses. He suggests that the frequency of invasion/heroic plot structures in our common literary history allows politicians like Bush -or F.D.R. -to fit national events such as September 11 th , or Pearl Harbor, into this structure in a way that justifies war: i.e., aggressive defense. He uses Independence Day, a blockbuster film in which the United States defends itself from an alien invasion, as a popular example of this prototype. He writes:
Obviously, fictional space aliens are the culprits in the film. However, films such as this encourage us to model real and contemporary events on such a fiction -and on the historical events of the Second World War. They create a context in which it is easier to see, for example, the September 11 bombings as an invasion, thus the initiation of a war / the beginning of a heroic plot, rather than, say, a criminal act (2009: 236).
Hogan explains how, in the film, the imminent extra-terrestrial invasion presents a threat that unites national sub-groups -people of different races, classes, and sexualities -against a common enemy that they must defend themselves from and eventually punish. Hogan suggests that Bush similarly used September 11 th as the beginning of a story that implies and requires a specific ending: that is, 'domination of the out-group, specifically the devastation of the group that engaged in the bombings' (Hogan 2009: 242) . He discusses in depth how this emplotment helped lead to the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.
In addition to Independence Day, a number of movies follow the heroic/invasion plot structure that cast aliens as the invading threat and an aggressive defense as the appropriate response. Avatar, the fact that the nature of the planet itself -bacteria and tree energy respectively -is the saving force for the native population suggests that they have a natural right to that place. As many critics have pointed out, Avatar has a liberal tone: it is decidedly anti-imperialist, pro-environment, and anti-war (think of the aggressive invasion of Iraq). Even in light of these progressive gestures, Avatar nonetheless contributes to the same prototypical emplotment of border-crossing-as-invasion. Some of the more politically correct critiques question the white man's role as Na'vi saviour (see Brooks' Messiah Complex) and imply that a more appropriate hero would belong to the native ethnic group. This ironically, and unintentionally, suggests more conformity to the invasion/ heroic prototype: the hero should belong to the in-group. In this way, Avatar may contribute to the national emplotment of immigration, even if that is directly contrary to the filmmakers' intent.
I am not arguing that these films are anti-immigrant propaganda; rather, they contribute to a certain cognitive structure that understands an aggressive defense as the appropriate and natural response to perceived threats. Political figures and others implicitly use these structures to organize people's preexisting fears into coherent immigration narratives. For instance, the first statement on the Federal
Reform and Enforcement Coalition's website reads 'simply put, the FIRE Coalition is about solutions to the largest invasion in the history of the world happening right under our noses; that is the invasion and occupation of the United States by illegal aliens from foreign nations'. In the same vein, the Americans for Legal Immigration declare on their website that because of illegal immigration, 'our nation's very survival and identity are being threatened along with our national security'. This way of framing the story is not limited to extreme right-wing groups; Colorado's former House Representative, Tom Tancredo, has said:
Massive immigration into this country both legal and illegal when it combines with this cult of multiculturalism that permeates our society, this philosophy that we have to battle with every bit as much as we have to battle with illegal immigration. We have to battle with this philosophy of extreme multiculturalism that tries to tear Americans apart, divide us into little groups.
Of course, the invading forces in the movies represent real threats to the characters: the aliens are violent and intent on total domination. Needless to say, their counterparts -undocumented people or 'illegal aliens' -do not represent such a malevolent danger, despite what these right-wing groups would have one believe. Why, then, is there such intense fear? Among other things, action-movie rhetoric organizes preexisting emotions -terror around September 11 th , anxieties about the economy, and confusion about drugs -into illogical fear of illegal 'aliens' articulated in threats bearing on national security, economics, and drugs. By discussing the national immigration debate in the same terms and using the same narrative structure as these invasion movies, politicians, the media, extremists, and others channel emotional responses into a particular and narrow form of action: increased border security. In analyzing the three Time and distance from the events of September the 11 th will not make us safer unless we act on its lessons. America is no longer protected by vast oceans. We are protected from attack only by vigorous action abroad and increased vigilance at home. My budget nearly doubles funding for a sustained strategy of homeland security, focused on four key areas: bioterrorism; emergency response; airport and border security; and improved intelligence.
Having not mentioned border enforcement in either the 14 September remarks or the address he gave on the 21 st , which introduced his plan for homeland security, Bush, four months later, included securing the border as one of the four central focuses of homeland security. Although the mission of the department focuses exclusively on prevention of and dealing with terrorist attacks, much of the work of the department has concentrated on securing the U.S.' southern borders. In these 2001 attempts to fulfill this heroic plot -that is, to defend from aggressors locally while punishing them abroad -Bush connected the extreme Islamic terrorist enemy far away with the people crossing the southern border. Consciously or not, he expanded the enemy group, seemingly based on their common skin color.
Although Bush failed to secure the U.S.' southern borders, he established the rhetorical imperative so strongly that today -nine years into the story, so to speak -politicians and lobbyists must respond to, rather than explain, that need. This specific emplotment of fear of immigrants as national security threat is powerful enough that, in addition to evading our collective logic, it crosses party lines. Both Obama and McCain's campaign platforms included 'comprehensive immigration reform' that featured a 'secure our borders' component. In a similar gesture, 'strengthening our commitments on border security and interior enforcement' is one of the four 'pillars' of senators Schumer and Graham's suggested plan for immigration reform. The invasion story has been so firmly established that many simply assume it.
Rather than establishing the invasion story as Bush worked to do, current conservative government officials and politicians simply cite the need to secure U.S. borders and point to the Obama administration's perceived failure to do so. Arizona Governor Jan Brewer recently signed SB1070: a controversial law that makes federal immigration standards into state laws so her state police force can enforce them. As she signed it she said, 'we work to solve a crisis that we did not create and the federal government has refused to fix'. Sarah Palin said, in her endorsement of the bill, 'it's time for Americans across this great country to stand up and say "we're all Arizonans now!" and in clear unity we say "Mr.
President do your job -secure our border!"' Brewer and Palin are capitalizing on familiarity with the 'Ferrier Variation' of the invasion/heroic prototype; in the context of an invasion where the presumed hero (the Federal government) does not step up, ordinary Americans must take it upon themselves to defend the nation. Rather than explaining -as Bush used to do -the potential threats the U.S. needs to protect itself against, Sarah Palin, Jan Brewer, and others simply reference Obama's perceived failure to fulfill the heroic plot.
Increasing militarization of the border does offer a strong symbolic response to the fear and panic Americans are being systematically replaced in our jobs, in our schools, in our universities and in our healthcare systems and if Barack Obama and his team pass comprehensive Amnesty and turn fifteen million illegal aliens into voters they're going to replace all of you at the ballot box and the borders of the United States will be irreparably destroyed.
Gheen not only illustrates the ways in which he fears this perceived invasion threatens American life; he also makes clear that the current politicians -he includes McCain and other Republicans, as well as Obama -are not fulfilling the appropriate narrative ending of defending the nation. He concludes his speech with imagery that would work better, perhaps, in one of the invasion films above: 'our nation is in a twilight and whether it's the setting sun or whether it's the rising dawn is up to us. We've got to be brave'. Gheen evokes the 'Ferrier Variation', as Palin and Brewer did to defend SB 1070; he argues that, in the context of institutional failure, citizens are left to defend themselves.
The fears themselves, as in the case of potential terrorist threats, are the result of valid concerns.
Systematically blaming the current economic crisis on undocumented labor, however, is just as illogical as looking for terrorists on the southern border. According to a study published by the Migration Policy Institute:
Illegal immigration's overall impact on the US economy is small… If we exclude these immigrant [s' losses] from the calculus, however… the small net gain that remains after subtracting the US employers' gains is tiny. And if we account for the small fiscal burden that unauthorized immigrants impose, the overall economic benefit is close enough to zero to be essentially a wash (Hanson 2009: 1) .
From this study, it seems the amount undocumented workers contribute to our economy via the work they do and the taxes they pay compensates for what little they 'take' in terms of social services. The study continues: 'unless the next $10 billion in enforcement is much more effective than the first $15 billion, it is difficult to see how one could justify a pure enforcement strategy to address illegal immigration, at least in terms of standard cost benefit analysis' (Hanson 2009: 12) . Not only is the economic security story illogical, the projected solution to it is inordinately costly.
The final threat was clearly articulated by an acquaintance from a small ranching community close to the border; he is not concerned about the 'innocent illegals seeking work and a better life', but about the 'drug traffickers who are tearing apart American families through meth and heroine rings'. The drug threat and associated crime is more complicated than the national security threat, because while there are no terrorists coming across the U.S.' southern borders, many drugs are trafficked through these deserts.
The majority of crime blamed on undocumented people is drug related. The projected solution to this threat is, unsurprisingly, the same as the previous two: increased militarization and policing. When Jan
Brewer signed SB 1070 she argued: 'we cannot sacrifice our safety to the murderous greed of drug cartels. We cannot stand idly by as drop-houses, kidnappings and violence compromise our quality of life'. At a later point, Brewer made clear how huge she believes the drug threat is; she said, 'we all know that the majority of the people that are coming to Arizona and trespassing are now become drug mules'.
Although it is impossible to know the exact numbers, the governor grossly exaggerated this accusation. cities into America's suburban and rural byways, some of which had seen little heroin before'; he continues: 'federal officials now consider the cartels the greatest organized crime threat to the United States'. Using drugs and related violence as a tool for invasion does seem a pretty scary threat.
Because people have been trained to think in terms of the invasion prototype and have emplotted the two previous threats into that structure, they similarly see increased militarization as the appropriate solution for the drug threat. As in the previous two cases, however, militarization is an illogical response.
Many scholars have pointed out that increasing security has probably contributed to the rapid heavily on the supply in terms of both people and drugs, rather than demand. He writes:
In both cases the primary target is the supply (illegal drugs, migrants, and those who smuggle them) and only secondarily the demand (consumers of drugs, employers of migrant labor); the foreign supply is defined as the main source of the problem; and deterring the supply through enhanced policing is promoted as the favored solution (2000: 6).
Focusing on the supply, he argues, is politically easier because it is less controversial; but it is not very effective. He continues, 'the overwhelming political focus on curbing the influx of drugs and immigrants has drawn attention away from the more complex and politically divisive challenge of dealing with the enormous domestic demand for both psychoactive drugs and cheap migrant labor' (Andreas 2000: 8) . So while the threat of illicit substances is more tangible than that of terrorism (at least on the southern border), the proposed solution is just as much a fantasy. America needs to focus on its own addiction problems just as much as it needs to question these drugs' method of entry.
'REALLY THEY ARE JUST PEOPLE' -THE HUMANITARIAN PROTOTYPE
While the three threads of the invasion story seem to be unconscious manifestations of a common prototype, the humanitarian story has been consciously constructed. Humanitarian storytellers from aid organizations like No More Deaths, the Samaritans (Arizona), and Border Angels (California) resist the traditional liberal-conservative divide. While both liberal and conservative politicians work towards a 'more secure border', volunteers from such diverse backgrounds as faith communities and anarchist collectives come together to expose the hypocrisy of policies that use death as a political tool. Because it is a response to the fear stories, the humanitarian story is almost precisely the inverse of the invasion/heroic prototype. Rather than stressing the influx of a foreign element into society, the humanitarian stories focus on the historic integration and interdependence between the groups and the common humanity Americans share with migrants. Although these stories are intentionally opposed to the invasion stories -which one assumes to be a liberal gesture -they are couched in conservative rhetoric; and, as I will show, all the national stories make similar assumptions. I think the government was in on this, to a certain extent. Otherwise why else would they call them aliens? Illegal aliens? I mean they are Latinos, Hispanics, Mexicans. But really they are just people. So why is the government calling them aliens if they did not think they were from somewhere else?
The point of the film is clear: California cannot survive this loss. A Day Without A Mexican is a good example because of the way it reflects, and mocks, the invasion prototype; but it is, as said, slightly different from most humanitarian stories, which focus more on migration than on Latinos already in the United States. Most humanitarian stories tend to be highly academic: re-framing history to understand how the U.S. is responsible for the situation; and intensely emotional: trying to inspire sympathy for actual migrants. Carlitos decides to cross to the U.S., where his mother, Rosario, has lived for the past four years, sending money home. As mother and son go through their days miles apart -waking at the same time; making the same breakfast; and, of course, looking at the same moon -one see the daily challenges Rosario faces as she tries to live and work without papers and witnesses Carlitos' struggles in crossing the border.
Although the film is contrived -Carlitos, almost at the point of giving up, sits down after running from the police only to find himself on the street corner where his mother is -it voices the sentiment behind the emotional emplotments of humanitarian stories. Migrants are not some alien threat but people, just like us, who love their families and work towards their dreams.
The issue at stake in both the security and humanitarian stories is the militarization of the border.
Invasion plots require it as the solution to three different fears and humanitarians argue that it forces innocent people to die. Despite the clear opposition between these two perspectives, both stories share some central assumptions -most of which Enrique's story resists (although A Day Without A Mexican highlights the assumptions with humor instead of playing into them). First, all the stories discussed above assume migrants are leaving, not returning home as Enrique was doing. Second, both the economic security story and the humanitarian story assume that migrants come looking for low skill work, not already, as Enrique was, in the position of owner of a company. Third, the characters in the three security stories: terrorist, worker, and drug runner; and the humanitarian story: worker or young father, invoke the image of a young, able-bodied brown man. A Day Without A Mexican illustrates the assumption via a 'Missing Jose' poster that looks like it used a 'WANTED' template. The sixty-one-year-old Enrique assured us that his body had no business walking through the desert. We ran into him about fourteen miles from the border; he had forty or so left to walk. Finally, all these stories are generic and disconnected from the actual experience of crossing the desert.
"¿TIENE PAPEL?"-FROM NATIONAL PROTOTYPES TO PERSONAL TESTIMONIES
As the preceding discussion suggests, standard ways of emplotting immigration are inadequate at best and often profoundly harmful, even murderous. From working with No More Deaths and listening to the personal stories and experiences of actual migrants, I find that three points stand out as particularly important. The first is that the most important stakeholders in the current, controversial immigration debate are largely excluded from it. People with little knowledge about the actual experience of immigration create their own versions of the story, as Brewer does with the drug threat. Those of us who feel empowered and obligated to speak on behalf of undocumented people have a tendency to co-opt migrants' stories for our own rhetorical purposes. We have to constantly remind ourselves not to tell their stories for them. For instance, I was on patrol with a retired pastor when we ran into two men who asked us what may be the most common question migrants ask: 'why are you here?' Drawing from the human rights and moral imperative discourse of our organization, the pastor answered, 'because we have to be'.
The migrant shook his head politely. 'No. You don't have to be here. We do'. While it would be easy for me to use these words as evidence for the economic-victim story, I'm not convinced this particular man was making that claim. It is possible he was simply noting that we could be on the road openly while they had to stay hidden. I'm not arguing that his story cannot prove the economic claim, only that it did not in and of itself. This is an interpretive step that we, the audience of the story, impose; in so doing, we too often lose the stories of individual migrants.
Second, the national stories can act as a form of border patrol themselves by excluding entire storylines -like Enrique's -that do not fit the prototypes. Almost half the people we encountered this year have stories structurally similar to his: they have lived in the U.S. for years and years, had their papers checked, found themselves in an unknown place, and are now crossing to return home. Because of the increased deportations under both Bush and Obama, more and more Americans -people with jobs, families, and homes in the U.S. -find themselves in a foreign country with few options. Many choose to put their money on a desolate trail through a harsh desert.
It is important to stress that the problem of co-opting other people's stories does not mean one should not share the stories one hears. Indeed, retelling is crucial. Before continuing north, one man from the Bay Area asked an unusual question. '¿Tiene papel? Quiero escribir un testimonio': he wanted to write his story so we could share it. Whenever stories such as these are routinely silenced and excluded, those of us who hear them have a responsibility to share them. Hearing these experiences that so clearly resist common assumptions may help in making better policy decisions. In these instances, we, the re-tellers, have a strong obligation to the author to understand and share her content and intent rather than manipulating the story to fit our political ends. We should retell their stories in an effort to change the encounters, the authors avoid co-opting the stories of the migrants they met. Instead, in the academic and passionate voice that characterizes the humanitarian stories, these volunteers offer windows into the experiences of the people they encounter.
Finally, the national stories themselves -especially the security stories -can determine migrants' stories for them. By pushing people further and further into the desert wilderness, the Border Patrol's fear tactics prevent people from seeking help. One eighteen year-old named Jose wandered into camp after his group was separated by a Border Patrol buzzing: a technique where a helicopter flies as close as possible to a group, in order to separate them. Jose was unable to find his group again. He said that, if we could take him to a specific hill, he would be sure to find them. We walked to hill after hill; they all looked the same. The events of Jose's story were determined by the whim of a Border Patrol helicopter pilot. I have met people who have hidden for days under the same mesquite tree on the same trail because they have lost their group and are too afraid of going to jail or facing what the Border Patrol officers will do to them if they seek help. Both the premise (they are crossing the most desolate part of the desert) and outcomes (they might make it, get caught, lose their way, or die in the desert) of these migrants' stories are determined by the militarization of the border.
More terrible than the testimonies one hears are the ones one does not. In addition to the stories one does not hear about people living and working in the U.S., one does not hear about the many women and children who cross, almost invisibly, though the U.S. deserts. It is eerie to walk down a seemingly solitary canyon and then up an isolated ridge to find a mesquite tree with lingerie hanging in it, swaying in the breeze. These are called rape trees, because after a coyote or a man rapes a woman, he hangs her bra and underwear in the tree to mark the site. There are many in the desert. 2 Less commonly, I have friends who have found piles of rocks marked by stick crosses and bones, sometimes with flesh underneath, marking stories we cannot know. I have a friend who found the body of a fourteen year-old girl whose story we do know because her younger brother made it to Tucson and asked us to look for her.
Josseline Hernandez Quintero was walking from El Salvador to be with her mother in California. She either froze to death or died of dehydration. These deaths and rapes are the effects of the stories we tell on a national level about migrants we do not know and cannot hear. This is not an argument over stories only -over which is truer, or more logical, or more valid -but over lives and ethics. When one reads fiction, one expects authors to manipulate the plot to move the reader in certain directions. One does not expect the same thing from one's government -or national media. As people who know that narrative has the power to move readers certain directions, we must be aware and wary of the ways in which these national stories move the public to feel certain things and then act -e.g., vote -in certain ways. One cannot have real democracy when such important decisions depend on illogical, but rhetorically persuasive, tales. Nor can one have ethical democracy when the voices of twelve million people living within U.S. borders are silenced by the very stories told about them. By sharing the stories I have heard, I hope to work towards a place when those who have experienced them can choose to tell them for themselves.
